Generalized Closed Fuzzy Sets In 0 1 Topological Spaces
on intuitionistic fuzzy g* generalized closed mappings - mappings and intuitionistic fuzzy m *
generalized closed mappings. furthermore we have provided some properties of intuitionistic fuzzy *
generalized closed mappings and discussed some fascinating theorems. keywords: intuitionistic fuzzy sets,
intuitionistic fuzzy topology, intuitionistic fuzzy * generalized closed sets, intuitionistic fuzzy ... fuzzy regular
generalized α-closed sets and fuzzy regular ... - in this paper a new type of fuzzy generalized closed set
viz., fuzzy regular general-ized α-closed set is introduced and studied which is an independent notion of fuzzy
generalized closed set deﬁned in [2, 4]. again a new type of fuzzy generalized con-tinuity termed as fuzzy
regular generalized α-continuity is introduced under which fuzzy ... fuzzy w-closed sets - cogent oa - fuzzy
w-closed sets talal al-hawary1* abstarct: in this paper, we introduce the relatively new notion of fuzzy w-closed
and fuzzy w-generalized closed sets. several properties and connections to other well-known weak and strong
fuzzy closed sets are discussed. fuzzy w-generalized -generalized closed sets in fuzzy topological spaces
- m.e. el-shafei and a. zakari 198 the arabian journal for science and engineering, volume 31, number 2a. july
2006 θ-generalized closed sets in fuzzy topological spaces 1. introduction in 1970 ... fuzzy regular
generalized super closed set - ijsrp - generalized super closed sets and regular generalized super open
sets in fuzzy topology and obtained some of their basics properties. index terms: fuzzy topology, fuzzy open
set, fuzzy closed set, fuzzy super interior, fuzzy super closure, fuzzy super open set, fuzzy super closed set,
fuzzy regular super closed set, fuzzy regular super open set intuitionistic fuzzy almost generalized (beta)
closed mappings - and intuitionistic fuzzy almost generalized open mappings. we investigate some of their
properties. also we provide the relation between intuitionistic fuzzy almost generalized closed mappings and
other intuitionistic fuzzy closed mappings. key words and phrases : intuitionistic fuzzy topology, intuitionistic
fuzzy generalized t 1/2 space ... on intuitionistic fuzzy multi generalized pre-closed set - introduced
fuzzy generalized pre-closed sets in fuzzy topological space.tinoj and sunil jacob john[10] proposed
intuitionistic fuzzy multi set (ifms) in b 2012 (x )), which is the combination of intuitionstic fuzzy set and fuzzy
multi set. p.rajarajeswari and bkrishnamoorthy b[11] introduced the ... fuzzy generalized γγγγ-closed set
in fuzzy topological space - fuzzy generalized γ-closed set in fuzzy topological space 105 definition 1.01. [4]
a fuzzy subset a of (x, τ) is called fuzzy generalized closed if cl(a) ≤ h, a ≤h, h is open set of x. a fuzzy subset a
of (x, τ) is called fuzzy generalized open (in short fgo) iff 1-a is fgc. fuzzy generalized closed sets via fuzzy
grills - jstor - fuzzy generalized closed sets via fuzzy grills sumita dasa, m. n. mukherjeeb adepartment of
mathematics, sammilani mahavidyalaya, e. m. bypass, kolkata 700 075, india bdepartment of pure
mathematics, university of calcutta, 35, ballygunge circular road, kolkata-700019, india abstract.
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